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"We see ourselves as a next generation broker and disruptor of the classic broker 

market in Germany. The transaction business will account for the largest share 

of our revenues in a few years. " 

 

wallstreet:online AG (wallstreet:online) operates Smartbroker - a multi-award-win-

ning online broker that is the only provider in Germany to combine the extensive 

product range of traditional brokers with the extremely favourable conditions of  

neo brokers. At the same time, the group operates four high-reach stock market 

portals (wallstreet-online.de, boersenNews.de, FinanzNachrichten.de and 

ARIVA.de). With several hundred million monthly page views, the group is by far the 

largest publisher-independent financial portal operator in the German-speaking re-

gion and maintains the largest financial community. 

 

Recently, wallstreet:online presented the "Case Study 2026" at its Annual General 

Meeting. In it, the medium-term growth potential for the improved Smartbroker prod-

uct (Smartbroker 2.0) was considered as part of a scenario calculation. Against this 

background, we took the opportunity to interview Matthias Hach, CEO of the 

wallstreet:online group, about the "Case Study 2026", the business model and the 

company's prospects. 

 

GBC AG: Smartbroker is part of the wallstreet:online group and therefore not a typ-

ical fintech startup in our view. What makes the combination of financial media and 

online brokerage work and should this be maintained in the future? 

 

Matthias Hach: I'll start with the second part of the question: yes, this combination distin-

guishes us and will be further strengthened in the future. Thanks to our financial portals, 

we can offer our brokerage customers high-quality journalism, real-time prices and much 

more information about the stock market - free of charge. In the near future, we will also 

create paid offers, I am thinking of our own recommendation (Börsenbrief) and further 

trading-specific content. In addition, there is our financial community with almost one mil-

lion registered users. So, there are plenty of opportunities for networking and discussion. 

Conversely, with the Smartbroker, we provide the readers of our portals with a fully-fledged 

online broker that has been designed according to their wishes and with which they can 

trade from as little as € 0. From my point of view, the two segments complement each 

other ideally, and at the same time we have developed a stable business model with the 

media business that has grown over the years. The income from this segment allows us 

to finance the growth of Smartbroker largely internally. 

 

GBC AG: 200,000 accounts have already been opened with Smartbroker around two 

years after its market launch. Does this mean that the new Smartbroker 2.0 is really 
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giving the big online brokers a run for their money and how well does your offering 

compare to the competition? 

 

Matthias Hach: Smartbroker is challenging all brokerage service providers and I am con-

vinced that we have the best offer. For customers of classic broad banks and online bro-

kers, a Smartbroker securities account is worthwhile for financial considerations alone. 

Two years ago, the magazine "Finanztest" calculated on the basis of various sample port-

folios that investors who switch to us can save up to € 831 per year - mind you, for the 

same service and the exact same transactions. I honestly find it unbelievable that in 2022, 

the established banks often still offer completely overpriced rates and have so far gotten 

away with it. People often use existing offers out of habit or don't know what newer, better 

options are available. We want to change this and are therefore challenging first-genera-

tion brokers in particular. For this, the large selection of trading venues is important be-

cause the customers of the big banks do not want to cut back on choice. However, our 

broad range of exchanges is also a decisive argument in the competition with the typical 

neo brokers, which usually only offer one or two partners. Although clients often pay no or 

very low fees there, they have to buy their securities from a very specific trading venue 

and this can lead to unfavourable prices and high spreads. So, for larger transactions, it 

can easily be cheaper to pay € 4 in Xetra trading with us than € 0 with another exchange. 

 

GBC AG: Should this strategy also be implemented in other European markets in 

the future? 

 

Matthias Hach: The expansion to other European markets is currently not on the table for 

us. According to the official figures of the Bundesbank, 28 million securities accounts were 

held in Germany alone at the end of 2021, with the majority of them still held by traditional 

banks and savings institutions, followed by first-generation brokers and direct banks, and 

finally a small share at the so-called neo brokers. Due to the comprehensive product range 

and the extremely favourable price model, we are in a unique position to address custom-

ers from all three groups and to win them over. Once we have built up a corresponding 

position here at some point, we will be happy to talk about the potential of other European 

markets. Let’s not forget that other providers are expanding abroad because they are de-

pendent on rapid customer growth - but this is associated with high costs and risks: legal 

restrictions, tax regulations, language barriers, the general war for talent and then all the 

coordination with the "mother ship". Unfortunately, we are currently seeing that some 

fintechs have overstretched themselves and now have to lay off numerous employees. 

Growing the top line is not everything, for us it always has to be value-driven. We therefore 

focus on sustainable growth and concentrate fully on our home market. 

 

GBC AG: What do clients look for when choosing a digital broker? How does  

Smartbroker compare to the competition? 

 

Matthias Hach: You can narrow it down to three criteria: First, we are talking about the 

fee model. Smartbroker is undoubtedly one of the cheapest providers on the market - 

several independent news outlets are even of the opinion that we are the cheapest online 

broker in Germany in relation to the comprehensive product range. Depending on the stock 

exchange, our customers can trade for as little as € 0; with other exchanges the fee is just 

€ 1 to € 4. There are no custody account fees and no other hidden costs. The second 

criterion relates to the product range — here we offer the same package as the "big" play-

ers, but at the prices of neo brokers. Our customers can buy and sell on every German 

stock exchange and numerous foreign trading venues. In total, there are around 40 stock 

exchanges available. This broad selection is particularly important for our target group. 

Based on the average custody account volumes and the average amount per transaction, 

we see that Smartbroker clients are mainly experienced investors with a certain amount 

of assets. These clients do not want to do without the broad product range, but they do 

not want to spend more than necessary either. The third criterion is our very good customer 
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service, which is an important part of the overall offer and which sets us apart from new 

brokers in particular. Taking these factors together, we offer a complete and excellent 

overall product suite. 

 

We see ourselves as a next generation broker and "disruptor" of the traditional broker 

market in Germany. We forego fees customary in the industry and pass on the cost ad-

vantages resulting from digital products, lean structures and the optimisation of existing 

fee models to our clients. This disruptive approach in existing markets for the benefit of 

end customers is part of our company DNA. FondsDiscount revolutionised the fund market 

for private investors back in 2004. Today, the brand offers more than 24,000 investment 

funds without any issue premia. 

 

GBC AG: Your group is even to bear the name "Smartbroker Holding AG" in future. 

What prompted you to take this step and what does the change mean for the media 

business around wallstreet-online.de and the other portals of the group? 

 

Matthias Hach: Smartbroker is now our most important project, and the majority of our 

employees already work in some form on the further development of our online broker. In 

this respect, a change of name makes perfect sense with regard to representing our core 

business more clearly, but a lot will also happen on the turnover level. The transaction 

business will account for the largest share of our revenues in a few years. Therefore, I 

think it is only right that we also express the importance of the brokerage business in the 

company name. The strategic orientation of the group should thus also become more vis-

ible on the capital market - after all, our stock exchange listing makes it possible to invest 

not only with Smartbroker but also in Smartbroker. This will not change anything for the 

media business. The portals will continue to operate under the established name 

wallstreet:online, with all journalistic offerings bundled in wallstreet:online Publishing 

GmbH, which was specifically founded for this purpose. 

 

GBC AG: Smartbroker 2.0 is the most important project for your group in the coming 

years. What exactly will change for your customers with the new edition of the 

online broker? 

 

Matthias Hach: We can’t emphasise it enough: apart from the low fees and the large 

selection of trading venues, basically everything changes. The new Smartbroker is not just 

a facelift or something along those lines. Within about one-and-a-half years, we have ac-

tually developed a completely new product, which includes a completely new IT infrastruc-

ture, a new corporate identity, a new trading interface in the web application and many 

other points in addition to the smartphone app. We have created new structures internally 

and strengthened existing departments with new staff, particularly in the areas of risk man-

agement, legal, compliance, design, IT & development and investor relations. With this 

setup, we are well positioned for our relaunch and expected growth. The most important 

change for customers is the elimination of a partner bank. Anyone who opens a securities 

account with Smartbroker will also become a customer with us in the future. This means 

that, after the licence extension by BaFin, the securities accounts will be with us. We will 

take over customer service and the entire application process, which will lead to significant 

improvements in the interaction with our customers. We will simplify, accelerate and digi-

talise many processes and be able to fully develop our innovative strength with regard to 

ongoing product expansion and improvement. 

 

GBC AG: Let's stay with Smartbroker 2.0. You had announced that there would also 

be some changes on the company side, for example with regard to the scalability of 

the product. How high was the investment and when will the innovation pay off? 
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Matthias Hach: In the project period 2021-2022, we will invest about € 20-25 million in 

Smartbroker 2.0, the associated increase in staff and IT development work. We are inter-

nalising large parts of the value chain around custody account management, securities 

trading settlement, reporting, etc. and are working together with selected partners in some 

areas. The new technology is cloud-based and scalable.  

 

In the past few months, we have already created numerous jobs, most of them in client 

services. An often overlooked difference between us and the typical neo brokers is our 

good accessibility, including by phone. Many providers can at best be reached by e-mail. 

Our customer service team is available Monday to Friday from 8 am to 6 pm. But back to 

the investments: a little more than half is capitalised and depreciated over a few years. 

The expenses pay off from day one, as Smartbroker 2.0 already makes a positive contri-

bution to the profitability of the group with the current number of customers - apart from 

the costs of acquiring new customers. 

 

GBC AG: You recently presented the Case Study 2026. It includes about 600,000 

securities accounts by the end of 2026, revenues of between € 140 million and € 180 

million and an increase in the EBITDA margin to more than 35%. What is the basis 

for this growth? How confident are you in the continued strong trading activity of 

your clients? 

 

Matthias Hach: On the one hand, thanks to our own trading app, we can advertise on a 

large scale in social media and in the company's own media apps for the first time, which 

will lead to a more favourable marketing mix overall and thus to lower costs in acquiring 

new customers. So, in the future we will address a much broader target group and at the 

same time expect more trades per client. Thanks to our own trading app, we will also see 

trades on-the-go in the future; trading will then no longer be limited to the PC or laptop.  

 

At the same time, the costs per transaction will decrease due to economies of scale, with 

a simultaneous increase in turnover per trade, as the revenue share that is currently trans-

ferred to the partner bank is completely eliminated. In addition, Smartbroker 2.0 offers our 

customers trading in cryptocurrencies - all accessible via the same platform, mind you. We 

have developed a completely new trading interface for the web application and will suc-

cessively integrate Smartbroker with our financial portals. Our goal is to combine infor-

mation and transaction. Looking at the trading activity of our customers, I am confident. 

We have shown three different scenarios in our case study, a so-called low case with 20 

transactions per year, a base case with 30 transactions and a high case with 40 transac-

tions. These figures are based on the experience we have gathered over the past two-

and-a-half years. The middle scenario corresponds to a large extent to the values we 

measured last year. So, in my view, it is a realistic base value. But even with 20 transac-

tions per client, we still generate solid earnings thanks to the optimised business model. 

 

GBC AG: What future growth areas do you see for the group? Should it go beyond 

the brokerage business for private investors? 

 

Matthias Hach: With the launch of Smartbroker 2.0, our business model will become even 

more attractive. For our planning, we distinguish between projects that can make a direct 

contribution to turnover in the short term and those that will strengthen the group's position 

in the long term. A very important point is possible interest income on the cash holdings of 

our customers. In the current environment, this would already make a significant difference 

in turnover. Specifically, our clients held around € 900 million in cash at the end of Q1 

2022 - at a 1% interest margin, this would generate € 9 million in additional revenue. We 

plan to offer this initially through a partner bank and would receive a portion of the interest 

income in the model. One idea is to also offer our brokerage infrastructure as a white-label 

solution to B2B customers in the future - for example, to smaller asset managers who are 
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currently place their transactions via major banks at higher conditions. Other topics such 

as the much-discussed equity pension and other government measures that could make 

the capital market more attractive for private investors could become significant drivers of 

overall market growth. This also includes topics such as financial education, especially for 

younger investors, who could be introduced to the capital market in this way. 

 

GBC AG: What relevance does the regulatory topic "Payment for Order Flow" have 

for the Smartbroker and your group? How would you deal with a possible ban on 

refunds? 

 

Matthias Hach: Of course, we are following the discussion very closely, but to be honest 

we are relatively relaxed about the issue. For one thing, we are much less dependent on 

charge-backs than is the case with many typical € 0-brokers. On the other hand, we have 

recently seen positive signals from politicians. A complete ban, as was discussed just a 

few months ago, no longer seems to be in focus. Instead, we expect stricter requirements 

with regard to transparency, and there is nothing to be said against that. It would do the 

industry, and especially the image of online brokers, good if customers were better in-

formed about the business models and agreements. In any case, we have nothing to hide. 

But now let's play the scenario you outlined out for a moment: in the case of a complete 

ban, we would probably raise the fees per order by about one euro - and would still repre-

sent the cheapest offer in the category "full product scope", i.e. nothing would change in 

the fundamental market dynamics. Other providers with already weak margins would prob-

ably have to raise prices even more significantly. Either way, such a decision would lead 

to customers paying higher prices and thus the barriers to accessing the capital market 

would increase again. This is exactly what politics cannot be about. 

 

GBC AG: Against the background of uncertainties regarding the ongoing corona 

pandemic, the expansion of the Ukraine war and a further tightening of inflation, 

there is a risk of a significant cooling of the economy or even recessionary devel-

opments. How stable or robust do you consider your target markets and your busi-

ness model in the event of a recession? 

 

Matthias Hach: No one can say how the markets will develop in the coming months, but 

I am quite optimistic for our company: wallstreet:online AG has existed for 24 years, we 

have already mastered many a crisis from the Neuer Markt, 9/11 and the financial crisis of 

2008 to corona and the Ukraine war. Our media business is stable and has been growing 

steadily for years. In some ways, turbulent times on the stock markets even lead to in-

creased media consumption. When prices suddenly plummet, investors look for explana-

tions and backgrounds. Recent figures show that shareholders are once again increas-

ingly heading for wallstreet-online.de and our other financial market portals. It was very 

similar during the hot corona phase. With regard to our online broker, we can draw on 

empirical values from the past two-and-a-half years. Opportunities always arise on the 

stock exchange, which means there will always be transactions - even if perhaps a little 

less. One should also not forget that a high proportion of our clients have savings plans 

and thus regularly make transactions, regardless of the political situation. Moreover, a 

generation is growing up that increasingly realises that it has to do something about the 

pension gap, and there is no way around the stock markets and securities investment. In 

this respect, I expect a rising shareholder ratio, which in turn offers new opportunities for 

us. 

 

GBC AG: wallstreet:online was able to continue its dynamic growth course in the 

past financial year. What can investors expect from your company in the current 

financial year? What guidance have you given yourself? 

 

Matthias Hach: 2022 is a transition year for us. The launch of Smartbroker 2.0 is getting 

closer and closer, we are currently putting almost all our energy into the development. At 
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the same time, we have scaled down our marketing activities accordingly. We are saving 

our resources for the time after the relaunch. Nevertheless, we expect a 25% growth in 

turnover this year - based on 55,000 new securities accounts. We are confident that we 

will achieve this figure. With the 55,000 new securities accounts this year, we will have 

opened a total of 300,000 accounts. With that, we expect assets under custody of approx-

imately € 10.3 billion. This year, the media business is expected to account for 56% of the 

turnover, the transaction segment would accordingly amount to 44%. We expect revenues 

of between € 62 and € 67 million and an operating EBITDA before customer acquisition 

costs for the Smartbroker of between € 16 and € 18 million. 

 

GBC: Thank you very much for the interview. 
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APPENDIX 

I.  

Research under MiFID II 

1. There is a contract between the research company GBC AG and the Issuer regarding the independent preparation and publication of 

this research report on the Issuer. GBC AG is remunerated for this by the Issuer. 

2. The research report shall be made available simultaneously to all investment service providers interested in it. 

 

II.  

§1 Disclaimer/ Exclusion of liability 

This document is for information purposes only. All data and information contained in this study have been obtained from sources that 

GBC believes to be reliable. Furthermore, the authors have taken the greatest possible care to ensure that the facts used and opinions 

presented are appropriate and accurate. Despite this, no guarantee or liability can be assumed for their accuracy - either expressly or 

implicitly. Furthermore, all information may be incomplete or summarised. Neither GBC nor the individual authors accept any liability for 

damages arising from the use of this document or its contents or otherwise in connection therewith. 

 

Please note that this document does not constitute an invitation to subscribe for or purchase any security and should not be construed as 

such. Nor should it or any part of it form the basis of, or be relied upon in connection with, any binding contract of any kind whatsoever. A 

decision in connection with any prospective offer for sale of securities of the company or companies discussed in this publication should 

be made solely on the basis of information contained in any prospectus or offering circular issued in connection with such offer.  

 

GBC does not guarantee that the implied returns or the stated price targets will be achieved. Changes in the relevant assumptions on 

which this document is based may have a material impact on the targeted returns. Income from investments is subject to fluctuation. 

Investment decisions always require the advice of an investment adviser. Thus, this document cannot assume an advisory function.  

 

Distribution outside the Federal Republic of Germany: 

This publication, if distributed in the UK, may only be made available to persons who qualify as authorised or exempt within the meaning 

of the Financial Services Act 1986 or persons as defined in section 9(3) of the Financial Services Act 1986 (Investment Advertisement) 

(Exemptions) Order 1988 (as amended) and may not be communicated, directly or indirectly, to any other person or class of persons. 

 

Neither this document nor any copy thereof may be brought into, transferred to or distributed in the United States of America or its territories 

or possessions. Distribution of this document in Canada, Japan or other jurisdictions may be restricted by law and persons into whose 

possession this publication comes should inform themselves about and observe any restrictions. Any failure to comply with such restriction 

may constitute a violation of US, Canadian or Japanese securities laws or the laws of any other jurisdiction. 

 

By accepting this document, you accept any disclaimer and the above limitations. 

 

You can also find the notes on the disclaimer/liability exclusion under:  

http://www.gbc-ag.de/de/Disclaimer 

 

Legal Notices and Publications Pursuant to Section 85 WpHG and FinAnV 

 

You can also find the notices on the Internet at the following address:  

http://www.gbc-ag.de/de/Offenlegung 

 

§ 2 (I) Update: 

A specific update of the present analysis(es) at a fixed point in time has not yet been scheduled. GBC AG reserves the right to update the 

analysis without prior notice.  

 

§ 2 (II) Recommendation / Classifications/ Rating: 

GBC AG has been using a three-stage absolute share rating system since 1 July 2006. Since 1 July 2007, the ratings have referred to a 

time horizon of at least six to a maximum of 18 months. Previously, the ratings referred to a time horizon of up to 12 months. When the 

analysis is published, the investment recommendations are determined according to the ratings described below with reference to the 

expected return. Temporary price deviations outside these ranges do not automatically lead to a change in the rating, but do give rise to 

a revision of the original recommendation. 

 

The respective recommendations/ classifications/ ratings are associated with the following expectations: 

BUY 
The expected return, based on the determined price target, including dividend payment  

within the corresponding time horizon is >= + 10 %. 

http://www.gbc-ag.de/de/Disclaimer.htm
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Price targets of GBC AG are determined on the basis of the fair value per share, which is determined on the basis of generally recognised 

and widely used methods of fundamental analysis, such as the DCF method, the peer group comparison and/or the sum-of-the-parts 

method. This is done by taking into account fundamental factors such as share splits, capital reductions, capital increases, M&A activities, 

share repurchases, etc.  

 

§ 2 (III) Historical recommendations: 

GBC's historical recommendations on the present analysis(es) are available on the internet at the following address:         

http://www.gbc-ag.de/de/Offenlegung 

 

§ 2 (IV) Information basis: 

For the preparation of the present analysis(es), publicly available information on the issuer(s) (where available, the three most recently 

published annual and quarterly reports, ad hoc announcements, press releases, securities prospectus, company presentations, etc.) was 

used, which GBC considers to be reliable. Furthermore, in order to prepare the present analysis(es), discussions were held with the 

management of the company(ies) concerned in order to obtain a more detailed explanation of the facts relating to the business develop-

ment. 

 

§ 2 (V) 1. Conflicts of interest pursuant to § 85 WpHG and Art. 20 MAR: 

GBC AG and the responsible analyst hereby declare that the following possible conflicts of interest exist for the company(ies) named in 

the analysis at the time of publication and thus comply with the obligations of § 85 WpHG and Art. 20 MAR. An exact explanation of the 

possible conflicts of interest is listed below in the catalogue of possible conflicts of interest under § 2 (V) 2. 

 

The following potential conflict of interest exists with respect to the securities or financial instruments discussed in the analysis: 

(5a, 11)  

 

§ 2 (V) 2. catalogue of possible conflicts of interest: 

(1) At the time of publication, GBC AG or a legal entity affiliated with it holds shares or other 

financial instruments in that analysed company or analysed financial instrument or financial product. 

(2) This company holds more than 3% of the shares in GBC AG or a legal entity affiliated with it. 

(3) GBC AG or a related legal entity is a market maker or designated sponsor in the financial instruments 

of this company. 

(4) GBC AG or a legal entity affiliated with it was, in the previous 12 months, involved in the public issue 

of financial instruments of this company. 

(5) a) GBC AG or a legal entity associated with it has entered into an agreement for the preparation of research reports for a fee with this 

company or issuer of the analysed financial instrument in the previous 12 months. Under this agreement, the draft financial analysis 

(without valuation section) was made available to the issuer prior to publication. 

(5) b) There has been a change in the draft financial analysis based on legitimate advice from the company or issuer. 

(6) a) GBC AG or a legal entity associated with it has entered into an agreement for the preparation of research reports for remuneration 

with a third party on this company or financial instrument in the previous 12 months. Under this agreement, the third party and/or company 

and/or issuer of the financial instrument was given the draft of the analysis (without the valuation part) prior to publication. 

(6) b) There has been an amendment to the draft financial analysis based on legitimate advice from the third party and/or issuer. 

(7) The responsible analyst, the chief analyst, the deputy chief analyst and or another person involved in the preparation of the study 

holds shares or other financial instruments in this company at the time of publication. 

(8) The responsible analyst of this company is a member of the management board or the supervisory board there. 

(9) The analyst responsible has held shares in the company analysed by him prior to the date of publication before the 

public issue was received or acquired. 

(10) GBC AG or a legal entity associated with it has entered into an agreement for the provision of consultancy services with the analysed 

company in the previous 12 months.  

(11) GBC AG or a legal entity associated with it has significant financial interests in the analysed company, 

such as obtaining and/or exercising mandates at the analysed company, or obtaining and/or providing 

services for the analysed company (e.g. presentation at conferences, roundtables, roadshows, etc.). 

(12) At the time of the financial analysis, the analysed company is in a financial instrument or financial product (such as a certificate, fund, 

etc.) managed or advised by GBC AG or a legal entity associated with it. 

 

HOLD 
The expected return, based on the determined price target, including dividend payment  

within the corresponding time horizon is > - 10 % and < + 10 %. 

SELL 
The expected return, based on the determined price target, including dividend payment  

within the corresponding time horizon is <= - 10 %. 

http://www.gbc-ag.de/de/Offenlegung.htm
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§ 2 (V) 3. Compliance: 

GBC has taken internal regulatory precautions to prevent possible conflicts of interest and to disclose them if they exist. The current 

Compliance Officer, Kristina Heinzelbecker, email: heinzelbecker@gbc-ag.de, is responsible for compliance with the regulations.  

 

§ 2 (VI) Responsible for the preparation: 

The company responsible for the preparation of the present analysis(es) is GBC AG with its registered office in Augsburg, which is regis-

tered as a research institute with the competent supervisory authority (Bundesanstalt für Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht (BaFin), Marie-

Curie-Str. 24-28, 60439 Frankfurt).  

 

GBC AG is currently represented by its board members Manuel Hölzle (Chairman) and Jörg Grunwald. 

 

The analysts responsible for this analysis are:  

Marcel Goldmann, M.Sc., Financial Analyst 

 

§ 3 Copyrights 

This document is protected by copyright. It is provided for your information only and may not be reproduced or distributed to any other 

person. Any use of this document outside the limits of copyright law generally requires the consent of the GBC or the relevant company, 

provided that there has been a transfer of rights of use and publication. 

 

GBC AG 

Halderstrasse 27 

D 86150 Augsburg  

Tel.: 0821/24 11 33-0 

Fax.: 0821/24 11 33-30 

Internet: http://www.gbc-ag.de 

 

E-mail: compliance@gbc-ag.de 

 
 

 


